
 
NESTEGG Energy Rewards Protocol 

or NESTEGG Energy Rewards (N.E.E.R.) 
 

• Purpose: 

The purpose of this protocol is to outline how participants can capitalize in incentivizing energy 

conservation through a lifetime membership program using residential solar returns and other 

alternative energy by utilizing the masternode collateral structure and staking amounts already in 

place.   

• Method: 

1. In order for a household to participate, the participant would have to hold one masternode 

bought through an exchange or qualified partners for a minimum of one year and have a 

verifiable form of green energy.  If at anytime within the first year the masternode is 

taken offline, or the collateral is unlocked or sold, participant has seven days to reactivate 

masternode or participant will be required to repurchase masternode collateral from 

exchanges or partners effectively restarting the one year clock.  Also a one-time non-

refundable deposit in the amount of 5,000 EGGS needs to be sent to the N.E.E.R. staking 

pool (Vault address TBD).  Staking rewards issued out monthly will be in line with 

amount of EGG sent to the staking pool by the participant.  Participant can send more 

EGGS for more staking power if they wish. If participant requests a withdraw of funds 

before the one year there will be a 10% chain maintenance fee. 



Masternode validity will be verified by a NestEgg team member.  Only one masternode 

per household accepted. The NestEgg team has the rights to disqualify anyone they 

choose to.  Disqualification will be handled on a case by case basis. 

• Masternode:  

 The applicant will submit the masternode address upon signing up and a screenshot of their solar 

provider’s application in jpg, jpeg or pdf format showing return to either the grid or to offline 

storage.  Other accepted means of green energy will be considered also.  Contact NEER team if 

you wish to submit an alternative form of green energy before purchasing masternode and 

sending deposit.  All screenshots must have the current month’s dates to qualify.  No past bills or 

screenshots from previous months will be accepted.   

• Reward Pool 

2. All non-refundable one-time deposits are deposited at (Vault Address TBD) (NestEGG 

staking address).  Deposits are locked away and not sold.  The staking pool is for the sole 

purpose of payment of rewards.  Payments will be rewarded monthly proportionate to the 

amounts sent to the pool by the participant. Participant can send more EGGS for more 

staking power if they wish. If participant requests a withdraw of funds before the one 

year there will be a 10% chain maintenance fee. 

Conclusion:  

By offering a two-tiered approach with a simple rewards structure like staking to solar generators 

and other alternative green energy, we are offering a reward structure found nowhere in the 

cryptocurrency market. With this two-pronged approach utilizing the environmentally friendly 

process of proof of staking versus proof of work, it provides a real-world use for EGG, appeals 

to a broad market of new entrants and expands possibilities for new partnerships.  As the demand 



for green energy rises in the world, so will the demand for EGG.  We want to reward you for 

your commitment to EGG and your commitment to make the world a cleaner place for future 

generations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


